The United Way Plaza has the workspace for you! Our goal has always been to provide solutions for Memphians in order to improve the quality of life and uplift the community we serve.

"The Second Floor" @ United Way is part of the United Way Plaza, located within The Heights Business Park — we are less than 10 minutes from downtown Memphis. Now this quiet, well-appointed office center is available to YOU! We are close enough to the downtown core to help you network effectively and yet our campus maintains the quiet, secure feeling of being far from the distractions of crowded venues. Sometimes the road less traveled leads to success... and, in this city, that road leads to The Second Floor.

The Second Floor offers independent entrepreneurs the opportunity to access state-of-the-art workspace at very competitive prices. We know that one of the greatest needs of the small non-profit and for profit businesses is access to office space which is safe, functional and flexible. The Second Floor has the answers for your business! From the security of our gated campus, we can offer the creative business owner annual options for leasing space, the environment they will need to thrive and all of the comforts associated with any exceptional location. The Second Floor offers meeting rooms as well as an atmosphere in which any business can grow and succeed.